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Application  
Good microduct connections require not only a smooth and and exactly right-angled cut of the 
microducts. To avoid a blow-in stop of the cables at the connection, it is necessary to calibrate 
and deburr the micro tube ends. For this purpose, ELITEX has developed  
a tool set with which all necessary work steps can be carried out with 
optimum quality and little effort. The manufacturers of micro tubes 
often claim that calibrating and deburring is not necessary for a 
clean, right-angled and chip-free cut. Many fitters have already 
found out that this statement is not true when blowing in the 
pipes themselves. In the couplings for the connection of the 
microducts, all edges have small radii due to the 
manufacturing process. This means that cables can get 
caught on the sharp cut edges of the microducts when they 
are blown in. If deformed micro tubes are added, which also 
have the smallest tollerated diameter, blow-in stoppages are 
preprogrammed. All tools are also available separately. 

Item Order No. 

Toolbox DuctTool 01-083-Boxx 

 
DuctBevel 

No more cable stops during jet-in process due to sharp edges and 
burrs at microduct entry. Trimming of microduct entrys also reduce 
installation force and save gasket from abrasion caused by sharp 
edges of microduct. Due to plastic optimised blade, chips become 
spring swarf and stays inside tool at blade. This prevent from chips 
inside microduct. The durable blades are made from non-corrosive tool 
steel (HSS). The stable housing is made from anodized aluminium and 
makes the tool solid for construction sites. To prevent damages, the  
blades are also recessed mounted. The DuctBevel is applicable for  
thin wall and direct buried microducts according to DIN EN 50411-6-1 
and DIN EN 60794-5-ff. The tool fits for all common duct diameters,  

inside  3,5 – 16mm, outside  5 – 20mm.  

Item Oder No 

DuctBevel deburrer 01-075-01 A 

 

DuctCut 
For good duct joints rectangular, straight and smooth cuts without burrs at the microduct entries 
are mandatory. For a long lifetime of the tool, a durable blade made from tool steel (oil tempered) 
comes in place. The shape of the blade is optimized for microduct plastics and 
has a guide nut to ensure straigth cuts. Pivot point enables a sliding cut which 
reduces force for handling (<100N). The ergonomic handels are 
spring-loaded and therefore ensure easy operation and 
effortless working. For precise cutting the tool has a wide 
support for the microduct. For save transportation and 
protection of blade the tool has a locking lever. The DuctCut is 
applicable for thin wall and direct buried microducts. The wide 
cutting diameter ranges from Ø 4 mm to 20 mm. The blade is  
replaceable and available as accessorie. 

Item Order No 

DuctCut microduct cutter 01-073-01 A 

Blade replaceable 01-074-01 A 

  



DuctDoc 
Microducts with round and calibrated diameter prevent from jet-
in stops and enable max blow in distance. Due to use of blunt or 
unsuitable tools for cutting microducts, the round shape can be 
deformed. Also bad storage or squezze can cause an oval shape of 
the microducts. A joint of those microducts in an connector can cause 
a cable stop during jet-in process. A simpel calibration with DuctDoc can 
prevent from such accidents. Microduct gets a round  
shape in one go. The DuctDoc fits for all common inner diameters with 
one tool for 3,5/4/5,5/6/8/10/11,4/12/15/16mm. DuctDoc is applicable for  
thin wall and direct buried microducts according to DIN EN 50411-6-1 and  
DIN EN 60794-5-ff. All fitting diameters are marked with durable LASER imprint  
on the ergonomic handle. 
 

Item Order No 

DuctDoc calibration tool 01-060-01 A 

 
 
Safety Jacket Stripper 
To strip jacket or sheet of a microduct bundle for joints or branches installers make use of 
normal cutter knifes. As consequence microducts underneath jacket get 
damaged very easily. There is also a considerable risk of cut injuries for 
the installer due to the detached blade. 
For these reasons the safety jacket stripper was developed. The 
jacket stripper has a safety blade for a safe and sound opening of 
microduct bundles. The particular shape of the safety blade enables 
cutting into the jacket of a continuous bundle without access to an 
open end. The skate at bottom side of the blade avoid cutting into 
microducts. The safety blade can cut front and backwards and can be 
rotated during cutting for radial cuts. Thus, you can cut a window in 
the sheath of a continuous microduct bundle. Due to the particular  
shape of the safety blade riskof injury for installer will minimize.  
The tool is suitable for tight and loose coatings of microduct bundles.  
The jacket stripper also can open empty or with cable loaded microducts. 
Here again the skate at the bottom side of the blade avoid damage to the 
cable. The knife handle is made of solid material. As a result, it is stable, 
has a sufficient weight for handy working. The handle can be opened with the 
integrated hex wrench to get access to double side safety blade and spare 
blade. If the safety blade got blunt it can be turned upside down to make use 
of second side. Inside of the handle a spare blade is located. The safety blades 
are sold separately, so that the handle can be used beyond.  
The Allen key for changing the knife is located in the handle. 
 
 

Item Order No 

Safety jacket stripper 01-010-05 A 

Spare blade 01-013-01 A 

              Spare knife 
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The information contained herein, including the illustrations and graphical representations, correspond to the current 
state of our knowledge and are correct and reliable to the best of our knowledge. However, they do not represent any 
binding assurance of properties. Such an assurance is only given by our product standards. The user of this product must 
decide on his own responsibility about its suitability for the intended use. Our liability for this product is governed 
exclusively by our General Terms and Conditions. Elitex specifications are subject to change without notice. In addition, 
Elitex reserves the right, without notice to the purchaser, to make changes in materials or workmanship that do not 
affect compliance with applicable specifications 
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